
Daily Paywall
Wall Street Journal

Financial Times

The Economist

breaking through their paywall
 every day for a year to steal over 
60,000 pay-per-view articles 

















Redistributing content for free
for  democratic education

Readers could earn $1 for 
responding correctly to quizzes 

about featured articles.

 Journalists were invited to claim 
compensation. 

Donors could offer any amount 
to crowdfund the system.





Exploring artistically 
Distribution of information
within the sharing economy

Engaging and Informing the 
public with an art performance 

to generate debates and thoughts on
Knowledge formation
affecting Social Forms

through the new media



Media Publishing & Consumption
Pay-to-read became

the Paid-to-read schema. 
A circular economic model in 
which profit generated from 

huge amounts of  pirated content
 is invested into informing and 

educating the public about 
socio-economic contradictions,  

while offering rewards to critical 
journalists, democratically.



Launch of Daily Paywall

on December 20th 2014
Press Release to

 10000 Emails contacts 
 2000 Social Media contacts  

1000 prints in Newsracks and 
10 Bookstores through NYC









The performance taking place

Personal Reactions

Media Reactions

Legal Reactions









Dear Sirs,

*Infringement of Copyright*
I am the General Counsel of The Financial Times Limited ("FT*"), the
owner and publisher of the website at www.ft.com ("FT Website*").

It has come to our attention that a "digital artist" apparently called
Paolo Cirio is copying large numbers of articles from the FT website and
displaying that infringing content at the website www.dailypaywall.com
("Infringing Website*").

*Copyright*
The Infringing Website is an infringement of FT's copyright.

There can be no doubt that the individual is deliberately infringing FT's
copyright. Please see this article published yesterday at
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/behind-the-daily-paywall-the-site-that-pays-you-to-
read-piratedarticles
in which the individual, when interviewed, admits to "piracy" and hacking
the FT's authentication system in order to access our content for inclusion
in his database.

*Terms and Conditions*
In addition to an infringement of FT's rights under the Act and under
international copyright conventions, the individual has used the FT Website
in violation of FT's terms and conditions of use (see
http://www.ft.com/servicestools/help/terms). FT makes clear the
restrictions on use placed on users of any the FT Website by publishing the
following copyright notice at the bottom of each page of the FT website:
"Copyright The Financial Times Limited 2014" FT's copyright policy also states
"You may not copy FT content from FT.com or any third party source of FT content 
such as news aggregators and you may not republish or redistribute full
text articles, for example by pasting them into emails or republishing them
in any media, including websites, newsletters or intranets" There can be
no doubt that this individual is therefore on notice of FT's copyright in
the FT Website and FT's associated terms of use.

*Take Down Request*
Under paragraph 19 of the Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations
2002, article 14 of the E-Commerce Directive (2000/31/EC) and section
512(c) of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, where a website operator
has obtained knowledge that unlawful activity is taking place on its
website, it must act expeditiously to remove or to disable access to the
infringing information.

 
FT's rights in the articles and headlines from the FT Website are protected
in the United Kingdom pursuant to the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act
1988 (the"Act"*) and under international copyright conventions.

By communicating to the public copies of the headlines and articles without
FT's permission, this individual is, without limitation, committing a
breach of sections 16, 17 and 20 of the Act and of international copyright
conventions.



In light of the above, please would you immediately take down the
Infringing Website and confirm in writing when this has been done.

In the interim FT reserves all rights and remedies.
I look forward to hearing from you as a matter of urgency.

Yours sincerely
Dan Guildford

*General Counsel*
*The Financial Times Limited*
Dan Guildford
General Counsel, The Financial Times
Associate General Counsel, Pearson Professional

Tel: +44 (0)207 873 4014

------------------------------
This email was sent by a company owned by Pearson plc, registered office at
80 Strand, London WC2R 0RL. Registered in England and Wales with company
number 53723.





Pearson PLC

Owner of Financial Times and 
The Economist

Largest publisher and education 
company worldwide.

It operates in several countries 
world including Mexico, Saudi 

Arabia and South Africa, India, 
China, Brazil.



Pearson pushes into 
data-driven education

It dominates that market. 

Pearson has enormous 
influence over American 

education.

Leader in testing and 
 online degrees 



Evil company

Persecuted for corrupting public officials in the 
states of New York, Texas, California, Florida, 

New Jersey, Arizona, Alabama, etc.

Pearson has declined signing a Student 
Privacy Pledge safeguard against commercial 

data mining.

Pearson contracts prohibits teachers from 
talking about mistakes that educators find in 

their softwares 
and books.



Pearson CEO told 
The Wall Street Journal 

“the ability to put content and 
applications together, that will 

really allow us to be king.”

Paolo Cirio
“ The King Is Naked ”


